
Come join us for the first ever Lake Oswego Eco Film Fest!  

We have selected a great set of movies to make you 
laugh, gasp, learn, and enjoy.   Come with us around 
the world and right at home, to a place of fantasy and 
stark reality.   

Films are free for anyone who wants to come!
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sundays in september
at the Lake theater caFé

106 n state street, Lake OswegO 

Sponsored by the Lake Oswego Sustainability Network and the 
Sustainability Advisory Board.

Vanishing of the Bees
September 28     2:00 pm
This documentary looks at the mystery of the worldwide disappearance of the honeybee, 
creatures we rely on to put fruits and vegetables on our tables. Vanishing of the Bees 
unfolds as a dramatic tale of science and mystery, illuminating this extraordinary story of 
crisis and solutions and its greater meeting about the relationship between humankind and 
Mother Earth. Encouraged for children grades 5 and older.n
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Chasing Ice
September 21     5:00 pm
Watch the drama and beauty, danger and excitement of the changing ice of the Arctic.  This 
movie has been seen in thousands of venues... it is called hauntingly beautiful, and heart 
stopping. Winner of multiple awards. Rated: PG-13
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Water Blues Green Solutions
September 7     5:00 pm
In Lake Oswego, we are surrounded by water which shapes the beauty of our city. But 
managing all that water effectively can be hard. Experience the drama as people across the 
USA see how water impacts their lives and how people have learned to use nature to keep 
their rivers clean and protect their drinking water. Portland is one of the featured cities.w
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FernGully
September 14     2:00 pm
The fairy people of FernGully have never seen humans before but when Christa sees one, 
Zak, she accidentally shrinks him down to her size. Then they face trouble as Zak is part of a 
human team who is there to change Christa’s world. How can they work out a solution? This 
film is widely believed to be the basis of Avatar. Rated: G.ki
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